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Look everyone, I don't mean to be getting anyone upset here.  Tim came to me when the toner was getting 

low.   It was on Wednesday.  I left Christina a note for a rush order.  I know she said she didn;t have time to get 

the stock order number from older paperwork.  Unfortunately, once Tim took the toner out of the machine to 

get the numbers off of it, and put it back in the machine, it no longer would work to print out even light copies 

as it had earlier.  I don't know what project it is exactly that the machine is needed for, but I have seen several 

persons on it - for further info on this particular aspect, you should see Tim., But... If I have upset either one of 

you, I apologize.  You should tell me so  if I have and you should tell me how so.   I didn't feel my previous 

emails were accusatory or rude in any way.  If you feel differently, I'd appreciate your input.Back to the matter 

at hand, if the supplier does not carry it, can we get the toner from another source, maybe aj stationers 

perhaps? To:	Cathy Rodriguez/ARRBcc:	Christina Mays/ARRBFrom:	Tracy Shycoff/ARRBDate:	03/14/97 

08:09:40 AMSubject: 	Re: TonerWe can get the toner by Monday if our supplier carries it.  Can you let the 

folks who use the machine know that they should tell us when the toner is getting low as opposed to empty.  

Thanks.To:	Christina Mays/ARRBcc:	Tracy Shycoff/ARRBFrom:	Cathy Rodriguez/ARRBDate:	03/13/97 

04:28:45 PMSubject: 	Re: TonerChristina, the microfische machine is suddenly a hot item these days, 

especially with Sydney and the military team.  If we can get the toner in at all tomorrow, it would be most 

helpful and we'd be very appreciative.  Thanks a lot, CathyTo:	Cathy Rodriguez/ARRBcc:	 From:	Christina 

Mays/ARRB   Date:	03/13/97 04:22:46 PMSubject:	Re: TonerI did'nt get a chance today,  to see the original 

order form with the stock number on it.To:	Christina Mays/ARRBcc:	From:	Tracy 

Shycoff/ARRBDate:	03/13/97 12:37:04 PMSubject: 	Re: FedEx orderLet's check the book.  I have a copy of the 

original order from Canon so we can check the stock number from that.To:	Tracy Shycoff/ARRBcc:	 

From:	Christina Mays/ARRB   Date:	03/13/97 11:13:49 AMSubject:	FedEx orderWe received the airbills 

yesterday, but most of them were carelessly done by the representative.  I'm going to fax them a reorder 

sometime today.FYI- Does Oval sell toner for the microfish machine?  
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